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Monopad description (not available for Netti 4U CE or CE Plus)  

The monopad will be mounted in the tubes where the extension pieces for the upper leg support normally 

are mounted. Only removable with tools.  

 

If mounted on existing chair, please state serial number: ______________________________ 

If mounted on new chair, please attach order form.  

Seat width: ___________________________________________________________________ 

The angle of the monopad can be regulated with gas spring from 90-45°. If a fixed angle (adjustable with 

tolls) of the knee position is wanted, please state the wished angle: _____________________ 

Leg length measured from seat plate to footboard (standard is 400-530 mm): _____________ 

 

Calf support specifications 

Calf support width (max width = seat width of the chair: _______________________________ 

Calf support height (max height = 220 mm): _________________________________________ 

Calf support thickness if other than 25 mm standard: __________________________________ 
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Calf support cover if other than Skai (3D or Easy Care available): _________________________ 

Footboard aluminium specifications 

The footboard is foldable upwards. The angle of the footboard can be adjusted 10° downwards with tools. 

At the back there is a cut out to prevent possible conflict with the front wheels.  

Footboard width front (max width = seat width of the chair): _________________________________ 

Footboard width back (standard is app. seat width minus 160 mm): ____________________________ 

Fooboard Depth (max depth = 350 mm): __________________________________________________ 

Need for slits for the mounting of ankle huggers or other foot fixation: __________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 


